
Case Study: 
NMR Geophysical tools provide critical 
data for aquifer recharge studies in the 
Cosumnes River Basin

Motivation
The Cosumnes River watershed system in 
Central California is an extremely valuable 
resource, supplying water for agriculture and 
domestic needs and provides critical habitat for 
natural resources. It is one of the few remaining 
dam-free rivers in the region with a natural 
salmon run and supports some of the most 
productive agricultural areas of California.

The subbasin has been designated “critically 
over drafted” as groundwater supplies 95%  
of the water used in the region and declining 
groundwater levels result in the river running 
dry in certain sections during the summer and 
fall.  

Adding to the challenges, the lower Cosumnes 
River is prone to flooding during winter and 
spring rains. 

California water resource managers are studying 
the area around the Cosumnes River to actively 
manage aquifer recharge by diverting excess 
water to irrigated lands, natural flood plains, 
engineered recharge ponds and injection wells 
to recharge the underlying aquifers. 

Vista Clara, Inc manufactures a full suite of 
NMR Geophysical Tools to provide groundwater 
managers a detailed, high-resolution under-
standing of the hydrogeological properties of 
the aquifer including hydraulic conductivity, 
permeability and effective porosity to manage 
aquifer recharge.

Fig 1: Location of Cosumnes River Basin with photos of a dry section and a flooded section of the river.



Technical Approach
NMR measurements were performed using three different types of Vista Clara NMR geophysical 
instruments including the Javelin® Wireline Tool, the Dart™ DP140 Direct Push Probe, as well 
as the GMR™ and GMR-Flex™ surface instruments.  Measurements were taken throughout the 
groundwater depleted portions of the river basin in order to characterize the subsurface hydroge-
ology for managed aquifer recharge (MAR) and assess the impact of potential recharge activities 
on the underlying aquifers and streamflow. 

NMR borehole logging measurements were per-
formed using a 1.75-inch diameter Javelin® NMR 
logging tool in existing 2-inch diameter PVC moni-
toring wells on the Knautz Farm Vineyard adjacent to 
the Consumnes River. These monitoring wells were 
installed to depths of 100 feet and were screened at 
the bottom below the regional water table at 70 feet.

Surface NMR measurements were performed using 
GMR™ and GMR Flex™ NMR instruments at 12 
locations of interest in various areas of the basin. 
Surface NMR allows data to be acquired where wells 
do not already exist or drilling is not feasible.  These 
locations included the recharge facilities near Wilton 
as well as several environmentally and culturally 
sensitive areas around Grizzly Slough, where drilling 
was not possible.

Direct Push NMR logging measurements were 
performed using a Vista Clara Dart DP140 logging 
tool, this allowed measurements to be taken where 
monitoring wells did not already exist. These mea-
surements were performed using a Geoprobe® direct 
push drilling machine, at two locations on the Knautz 
Farm Vineyard, and across the river at two locations 
on the Laguna del Sol Resort. One of these locations 
was in an existing managed aquifer recharge pond 
very close to the river channel, and the other was at 
the location of a planned injection well a few hundred 
meters east of the existing recharge pond.

Image 1 - Javelin® NMR Logging tool 
at Knautz Farm Vineyard

Image 2 - Dart™ Hand-Portable NMR Logging tool 
at Laguna Del Sol

Image 3 - GMR Flex Surface NMR tool 
at Grizzly SLough



Results

Figure 4. Dart Direct Push Log acquired at 
 recharge location on Knautz Farm Vineyard

Figure 2. Javelin log at far West side
of Vineyard

Figure 3. Dart Direct Push Log acquired  
at Recharge Pond

The Javelin® NMR logs acquired across the subbasin show direct measurements of mobile water content, 
bound water content and estimates of hydraulic conductivity across the existing PVC-cased monitoring 
wells that were surveyed.   They show the highly variable hydrogeology across the region and highlight 
zones of high permeability and potential seasonal saturation.

The Dart™ NMR Direct Push logs add additional 
value to the study by providing hydrogeologic 
data where existing wells were not present.  The 
logs clearly identify zones of mobile and bound 
water as well as permeability of the aquifer and 
the location of saturated zones.

A key result shown by the measurements is the 
existence of perched aquifer with a seasonally 
varying water table that rapidly declines as you 
move away from the river. This information is 
critical to understand what is happening in the 
river as results of nearby recharge.

Image 4.- Aerial photograph of Javelin and Dart logging locations at the 
Knautz Farm Vineyard and Laguna Del Sol Resort.



Takeaways
This successful deployment of Vista Clara, Inc Javelin® Wireline Tool, the Dart™ DP140 Direct Push Probe, 
as well as GMR™ and GMR-Flex™ surface instruments provided various techniques to directly measure 
the aquifer properties across the Cosumnes River Basin. Deploying multiple NMR Products offered by 
Vista Clara, Inc, provides a more complete and accurate understanding of the aquifer.  
With this data, local groundwater authorities can reduce risk and costs associated with the design and 
management of aquifer recharge programs. Whether measuring hydrogeologic properties in existing or 
new boreholes or limited to direct push applications or non-invasive surface techniques, Vista Clara, Inc 
offers a technical, economical, and environmental solution to help manage aquifer recharge.  
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GMR™ and GMR Flex™ NMR tools allow for quick and economical evaluation of  potential aquifer re-
charge sites to directly measure the presence of viable near surface aquifers.  Using this technique, the 
team was able to evaluate 2-3 target locations a day. Surface NMR logs clearly identify zones of mobile 
and bound water as well as permeability of the aquifer.  This technique allows for geologic characteriza-
tion without disturbing the surface in areas where drilling wells is not feasible. This investigation showed 
aquifers very close to the surface in an area toward the Southwest portion of the study.  This offers a 
good opportunity for recharge.

Figure 5- GMR Flex Surface NMR 
acquired at Grizzly Slough near Galt, CA 
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Image 5 - Aerial photograph of GMR Surface 
measurements in the Cosumnes River Basin.


